). The remaining zip mutants appear to complete dorsal closure successfully ( Figure 1C) Our results suggest that the actomyosin cable has a up to 300% in the total protrusion area extending from dual role to play during dorsal closure. It is a driver of these cells (Figures 2O, 2G, and 2J) . We suggest that leading edge cell contractility from the earliest stages the increased level of actin-based protrusions seen in of dorsal closure, but it is also required for restraining the both rho1 and zip embryos at a time when the leading leading edge epithelial cells and maintaining a coherent edge cable is disassembling may reflect that the cable and taut epithelial margin during the later phases of serves some function in repressing excessive protrusive dorsal closure, particularly as the epithelial faces are activity in these front row cells. The link could simply being zippered together. We propose that, in addition be due to a greater availability of free actin monomers, to the previously described "purse string" function [5] , but it might also be a consequence of changes in memactomyosin cables may have a more subtle, but equally brane and cortical actin stiffness at the free edge in important, support role during morphogenetic episodes these cells. In this regard, myosin II has been shown to such as dorsal closure. These cytoskeletal structures, play a role in maintaining the integrity and stiffness of regulated by Rho activity, function to maintain epithelial the cortical cytoskeleton during Dictyostelium morphocoherence during coordinated epithelial movements, genesis [ 
See the Supplementary Material for descriptions and access to the time-lapse movies. (A) A diagram of an embryo during dorsal closure zippering at mid-stage 14. The blue square indicates the region that is shown in (B), (E), and (H), and the yellow rectangle indicates the region that is a magnified in (C), (F), and (I). (B) In e22cGAL4/UAS-GFP-actin

The dual role for the actomyosin cable during dorsal
Our data support previous evidence suggesting that multiple cytoskeletal events drive dorsal closure but closure, operating both as a "purse string" and as a cell restrainer, is likely to be a finely balanced operation.
demonstrate that these events must be finely balanced to ultimately produce the precisely organized zippering Modulation of normal Rho1 activity, as in the experiments reported above, results in either overcontractility required for perfect midline fusion of the two epithelial faces. of cells or their release from leading edge constraints. olution (A, B, D, E, G, and H) 
